The Lounger welcomes back those unhappy survivors who are to brace up and struggle on, despite the protestation of their friends, leaving us. And the welcome message that the Lounger extends to these Quixotic, but, we may say, unrepentant stalwarts is this: "Don’t give up, for you can’t win!"

"The moving of the Institute, and everyday at noon, the Freshman-Corporal Train, which, as nearly as we can judge, is delivered by the Freshmen every year, and is for the use of the students only, and has been developed to such an extent that it is now practically filling the whole space ordinarily assigned to it.

"The coffee comes in two forms: the first, which is the fresh brew, and the second, which is the old brew. The fresh brew is made by the Institute, and is sold at a price of ten cents per pound. The old brew is made by the students, and is sold at a price of five cents per pound.
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